Coronary heart disease (CHD) is one of the leading causes of death worldwide; if suffering from CHD and being in its end-stage, the most advanced treatments are required, such as heart surgery and heart transplant. Moreover, it is not easy to diagnose CHD at the earlier stage; hospitals diagnose it based on various types of medical tests. Thus, by predicting high-risk people who are to suffer from CHD, it is significant to reduce the risks of developing CHD. In recent years, some research works have been done using data mining to predict the risk of developing diseases based on medical tests. In this study, we have proposed a reconstruction error (RE) based deep neural networks (DNNs); this approach uses a deep autoencoder (AE) model for estimating RE. Initially, a training dataset is divided into two groups by their RE divergence on the deep AE model that learned from the whole training dataset. Next, two DNN classifiers are trained on each group of datasets separately by combining a RE based new feature with other risk factors to predict the risk of developing CHD. For creating the new feature, we use deep AE model that trained on the only high-risk dataset. We have performed an experiment to prove how the components of our proposed method work together more efficiently. As a result of our experiment, the performance measurements include accuracy, precision, recall, F-measure, and AUC score reached 86.3371%, 91.3716%, 82.9024%, 86.9148%, and 86.6568%, respectively. These results show that the proposed AE-DNNs outperformed regular machine learning-based classifiers for CHD risk prediction. Data Availability Statement: Data cannot be shared publicly because of data policy. Data are available from the https://knhanes.cdc.go.kr/ knhanes/eng/index.do (https://knhanes.cdc.go.kr/ knhanes/sub03/sub03_02_02.do) for researchers who registered for access to confidential data. In other words, the authors who do not have the data access privilege can register first then download data from 1998 to 2017. Downloaded files are opened by SPSS or SAS programs. In registration, authors need to fill out their email, name, and affiliation. If email is already registered, the system include bad habits, such as lack of physical activity, poor diet, smoking and stress [3, 4] . If it reaches the end-stage, the most advanced treatments are required to be conducted, including stent surgery that helps keep coronary arteries open and reduce the chance of a heart attack, and coronary artery bypass grafting that improves blood flow to the heart, and heart transplant [5, 6] . In the early stage, it is possible to prevent suffering from CHD by giving advice and appropriate medicines. However, it is difficult to make precise diagnose at the earlier-stage of CHD [7, 8] ; hospitals use many kinds of clinical tests, such as electrocardiogram, coronary computed tomography angiogram, echocardiogram and blood tests [9] .
Introduction
According to the statement by the World Health Organization (WHO), CHD is said to be one of the fatal disorders in the world, and as for 2016, an estimated 15.2 million people died from CHD and stroke [1] . South Korea is equally considered to be one of the countries in which heart disease is higher, being ranked second of all deaths [2] . Risk factors of developing CHD PLOS ONE | https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0225991 December 5, 2019 1 / 17 a1111111111 a1111111111 a1111111111 a1111111111 a1111111111
reducing the difference between inputs and outputs [26] . Thus, the number of input neurons equal to the number of output neurons in AE. In general, the structure of AE is similar to NN with one hidden layer, at least, whereas AE is distinguished from the NN for predicting output label by the aim of input reconstruction. As shown in Fig 2, AE consists of the encoder and decoder parts; firstly, it projects input x to a lower dimension that works in encoder part, then it reconstructs output x' from the low dimensional projection that works in decoder part. In other words, the learning process of AE is that it compresses the input into a lower-dimensional space called latent space and uncompresses back the compressed data into the output that closely matches the original data. Then, it calculates a difference between the input and reconstructed output and changes the weights of the network to reduce this difference. AE takes an input vector x and maps it into a hidden representation h, then the hidden representation h, sometimes called the latent space, is mapped back to a reconstructed vector x'. The following equation describes an AE:
where w and w' are the weight matrices, b and b' are the bias vectors, and a and a' are the activation functions. The parameters of the AE model are optimized to minimize the average RE, as shown in Eq 2:
where MSE is the mean squared error, n is the number of a dataset, x is the input, and x' is the output.
In this study, we used DAE-general and DAE-risky two deep AE models, showing in Fig 1. The DAE-risky model learns from the only high-risk subset of the training dataset for the RE based feature extraction. The DAE-general model is used to choose an appropriate classifier in CHD risk prediction module that trains on the whole training dataset. In this section, we will describe how the DAE-risky model is employed in the feature extraction process. It is possible to identify well which differentiation of RE is risky or normal by training the AE model on the only risky dataset. In other words, if we give a person's data who has low CHD risk as an input of DAE-risky model, the RE will tend to be higher because the model did not learn from the low risk dataset. Algorithm 1 shows the steps of how to do feature extraction, one of two fundamental functions of our proposed approach. Algorithm 1 Feature extraction. First, all risky subset is selected from the n number of training dataset and then the DAErisky model is trained on the selected subset. According to Algorithm 1, the RE based new feature is calculated by a squared difference between initial input and its reconstructed output. The equation of the proposed deep AE neural network can be written in the vectorized form: where tanh and relu are the activation functions, w l and b l are the weight matrix and the bias vector for each layer, l, and x is the input vector.
DNNs for CHD risk prediction
NN is mostly used to predict output labels from the input, consisting of an input layer, hidden layer, and output layer [27] . The input layer is composed of neurons that describe input features whereas neurons in hidden and output layers receive a result of activation function that converts the weighted summation of the neurons of the previous layer, as shown in Fig 3. NN learns by changing the weights of each neuron to reduce an error between target class y and predicted class y'.
In this study, we proposed two NN classifiers trained on different groups of a dataset. In practically, a dataset can include a subset which is higher variance than the most dataset and that highly biased dataset degrades the performance of classification techniques. Therefore, we isolated a highly biased dataset from the common dataset using the DAE-general model that learned from the whole training dataset. The data that is different from most dataset gives higher RE than common data on the DAE-general model. As shown in Fig 1, we used two independent deep AE models. The DAE-general is used for data grouping and and selection of the CHD risk prediction model. The DAE-risky is used for feature extraction. The only difference is that DAE-risky trained on risky subset while the DAE-general trained on the whole training dataset. For estimating the data splitting threshold, first, we calculated reconstruction errors of the training dataset by the squared difference between the input and output. The threshold value is estimated by the mean and standard deviation of the reconstruction errors; it can be described as:
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where RE is the reconstruction error vector, and n is the number of elements in RE vector. Reconstruction error based deep neural networks for coronary heart disease risk prediction
After threshold estimation, we partitioned the training dataset into two parts; each part consists of subsets labeled by high-risk and low-risk. The first part contained a dataset with high RE that exceeds the threshold value and the second part consisted of the rest of the dataset. Subsequently, DNN classifiers are trained on each group separately using CHD risk factors with RE based newly created feature. Each of NN classifiers is the same structure that has four hidden layers with neurons 10, 7, 5, and 3, respectively. The input layer consists of 15 neurons, including the selected CHD risk factors, and the RE based feature to predict target variable y.
where the output layer uses the sigmoid activation function, and all of the hidden layers use the relu activation function, w l and b l are the weight matrix and the bias vector for each layer, l, and x is the input vector.
In the CHD risk prediction process, first, test data is given as an input of the trained DAEgeneral model, and its RE is calculated. If the RE exceeds the threshold, the DNN model 1 that trained on data group with high RE will be used; otherwise, the DNN model 2 that trained on data group with lower RE will be used to predict the class label, as shown 
Experimental Study
We show the result of the AE-DNNs by comparing with machine learning-based NB, RF, KNN, DT, and SVM algorithms. The design of the experimental study for the proposed method is shown in 
Data pre-processing
KNHANES is the Nationwide Program to evaluate Koreans' health and nutritional status. It consists of 3 parts: Health examination, health interview and nutrition survey. It has been continuously collected since 1998 [28] . The KNHANES datasets are released for public use within one year of the end of each survey year [29, 30] . We have analyzed samples spanning the years 2010-2015. After removing missing valued rows, a total of 25,990 records include 11,317 men, and 14,673 women were used in our experiment. There are 12,915 records of high-risk people and 13,075 records of low-risk people in the dataset. Selecting valuable features from the experimental dataset plays an important role in building accurate prediction model. It not only reduces the space and computation complexity but also improves the performance of the classification model. We selected 14 features that influenced in CHD from the total number of 423 features of a health interview, health examination, and nutrition survey using an extremely randomized tree classifier in the scikit-learn machine learning package in Python on all variables and chi-square test on categorical variables. The general descriptions of the selected features are shown in Table 1 .
The features such as age, knee joint pain status, lifetime smoking status, waist circumference, neutral fat, body mass index, weight change in one year status, systolic blood pressure, total cholesterol, obesity status, frequency of eating out, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol, marital status, and diabetes were used as risk factors of CHD prediction model. Hypertension, dyslipidemia, stroke, myocardial infarction, angina, and hyperlipidemia were used to identify class labels (high-risk or low-risk). In other words, in case one of these 6 disorders is identified, the individual will be considered to have high CHD risk.
In this paper, we presented the DNN based CHD prediction model. NN is a blackbox model, it does not give importance of each feature, and any insights on the structure explicitly. Therefore, we trained several DNN models by removing each features one by one from all and then ranked all features by how they affect the DNN model. First, we trained a baseline model with DNN based on all 14 features. Then, features were ranked depends on the difference of accuracy between the baseline model and the newly trained model that eliminated a feature, shown in Table 2 . From the table, all features affect the effectiveness of prediction results because all accuracy was decreased when get rid of a particular feature.
Additionally, we retrained DNN models again by removing the lowest-ranked features step by step manner until remain one feature, and results are written in Table 3 . As a result, the accuracy of all models is less than the baseline model. Therefore, all selected 14 features were used together for further experiments. The Framingham risk score (FRS) is the multivariable statistical model used to identify the risks of developing CHD based on age, sex, smoking status, hypertension, cholesterol, highdensity lipoprotein cholesterol, and diabetes [31] . In [18] [19] [20] papers, the authors have built the data mining based models on KNHANES dataset to predict the risk of CHD using Framingham risk factors and several hospital tests. We compared our selected features with the risk factors of these guidelines by RF, SVM, and DNN algorithms, showing in Fig 6. 
Compared methods
We have compared the proposed AE-DNNs to the following supervised machine learning techniques. For the compared algorithms, we have chosen optimal values of input parameters by changing their values until decreasing the performance.
NB. The Naïve Bayes is probability-based classification algorithm. It computes the posterior probability for each class label and picks the class label that has the highest probability. In NB, it does not calculate the probability based on combined features, instead, considering all features separately; it is called conditional independence [17] .
KNN. The k-nearest neighbor algorithm is used for the classification task. In the classification phase, a user defines the value of the k parameter, and an unlabeled instance is labeled by the most frequently occurred class label among the k number of nearest training samples. First, it calculates distances between the unlabeled instance and each training data to find the nearest neighbors. Belongs to the k number of nearest neighbors, a majority voted class label will be assigned to the output label. We have configured the value of the k between 2 and 20. 
DT.
The decision tree classifier is a simple algorithm that has been widely used so far [17] . The goal is to create a model that predicts the value of a target variable by learning simple decision rules inferred from the data. Classification and regression trees (CART) was introduced by Breiman in 1984 and very similar to C4.5, but the main difference is that it supports numerical target value (class label). It builds both classification and regression trees [32] . The classification tree construction by CART is based on the binary splitting of the attributes. We have used "gini" for the gini impurity and "entropy" for the information gain to measure the quality of a split.
RF. The random forest is the one kind of ensemble algorithm [17] . It creates several decision tree classifiers on various sub-samples of the dataset and uses averaging to improve the predictive accuracy and control over-fitting [33] . In this research work, we have adjusted the number of trees in the forest between 10 and 150. SVM. The support vector machine is a supervised learning method, and it has shown promising empirical results in many practical applications [17] . It finds a separator line called the hyper-plane that differentiate the classes very well and learns by minimizing the classification error and maximizing the margin. SVM can be extended to non-linearly separable data using kernel function. We have built the SVM model by using kernel functions such as linear, poly, rbf, and sigmoid.
PCA-DNNs. The proposed AE-DNNs uses the RE for two kinds of purposes. The first one is RE based feature extraction by the AE model that trained on the high-risk subset of the training dataset. The second one is used to arrange training dataset into two groups based on their RE divergence by the AE model that trained on the whole training dataset. Subsequently, two DNN models learn from these groups. In the prediction process, the second AE model is also employed to choose a proper classification model. Therefore, we have used Principal component analysis (PCA) in place of AE for calculating RE. PCA is a dimension reduction technique that the direction with the largest projected variance is called the first principal component. The orthogonal direction that captures the second largest projected variance is called the second principal component, and so on [34] . We can estimate RE by projecting back a low dimension to original space using PCA.
Results and discussion
The experiment was done on a computer with i5-8500 CPU, NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070 Ti graphics card, and 32GB RAM. We have compared our proposed approach to other machine learning-based algorithms by experimenting with total 6-years data that integrated KNHA-NES-V and KNHANES-VI datasets. All compared algorithms were implemented in Python with Keras, which is a high-level neural networks API, written in Python and capable of running on top of TensorFlow. For AE-DNNs, two DNN classifiers were configured as same as each other. Also, the learning rate to minimize the mean squared error was 0.001, and the Adamax optimizer was used [35] . The batch size was 32, and the number of epochs was 5000. Before train prediction models, we have normalized our dataset. Standardization is a widely used normalization method in machine learning algorithms, and it calculates mean and standard deviation for each attribute of a dataset. Then each value is subtracted by the mean, and the subtracted result is divided by the standard deviation.
The accuracy, precision, recall, specificity, f-measure, and area under the curve (AUC) that represents a summary measure of accuracy is used to evaluate the classifiers' performance. We have used the methodology of 10-fold cross-validation to measure. Table 4 shows the results of CHD prediction models that learned from risk factors in Table 1 , and the highest values of evaluation scores are marked in bold. The configuration of input parameters is shown in the column of the Algorithm. As a result, the AE based proposed approach outperformed the PCA based version. For machine learning-based compared algorithms, the RF algorithm showed higher performance than others. In Table 4 , the precision of the proposed AE-DNNs increased by 9.86% from the RF algorithm, but the recall decreased by 5.91%. The recall is a fraction of the true positive predictions over the total amount of positively labeled dataset, while precision is a fraction of the true positive predictions among all positive predictions. In other words, recall measures what proportion of actual positives was identified correctly, and the precision evaluates the effectiveness of true positive predictions. However, as recall gives a high score, the number of false true prediction can be increased relatively. That means improving recall typically reduces precision and vice versa. It is difficult to compare models with low precision and high recall or high precision and low recall. Thus, F-measure is used to measure recall and precision at the same time, where the highest F-measure indicates a good result. The specificity is a fraction of the true negative (high risky) predictions over the total amount of negatively labeled dataset. The AE-DNNs improved the specificity by 10.61% from the RF and 7.94% from the NB algorithm. Moreover, AE-DNNs showed the result of the highest accuracy (86.33%) and F-measure (86.91%). Table 5 shows the Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis results. We tested whether observed AUC differs significantly from AUC of 0.5 by Hanley and McNeil test [36] . For all compared algorithms, AUC (<0.000001) was statistically significant. In the case of AE-DNNs, AUC was 0.8665 (95% CI, 85.25-88.07), and it improved the highest AUC of compared algorithms (AUC of RF) by 2.35%. Fig 7 shows the ROC curves of each compared algorithms on the integrated KNHANES dataset with 10-fold cross-validation distinctly. For 10-fold cross-validation, it is possible to calculate the mean area under the curve, and see the variance of the curve when the training set is split into different subsets. Therefore, we show the ROC curve of each round of cross-validation with variance in Fig 7.  Fig 8 shows the average ROC curves of compared 7 methods. The AE-DNNs method shows higher AUC scores than other methods. Fig 9 shows how the AUC score of the proposed DNN was improved by managing two DNNs with the RE based feature. First, we trained a single DNN model using the selected features and received AUC of 0.8534. Second, we partitioned the training dataset into two groups based on their RE on the AE model that trained on the whole training dataset. Then, two DNN models learned from each of the groups, and its AUC score increased to 0.8572 from the single NN model. Finally, combining the RE based new feature with the selected CHD risk factors, AUC of the two DNNs based approach improved by 1.31% from the proposed single DNN model.
Experimental results show that we can use the AE-DNNs method for CHD risk prediction because it has given higher performance than other methods. In accordance with Tables 2 and 3, Reconstruction error based deep neural networks for coronary heart disease risk prediction the RF algorithm had the highest accuracy, f-measure, and AUC scores from compared algorithms except for the proposed method, 84.42%, 84.99%, and 84.30% respectively. However, our proposed AE-DNNs has made these performances 86.33%, 86.91%, and 86.65%. Also, we changed AE modules by PCA modules, and the result of PCA-DNNs was higher than compared algorithms, but not well than AE-DNNs. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a deep learning-based model to predict the risk of developing CHD and evaluated it in the Korean population. In the proposed method, two fully connected DNN classification models are combined with a deep AE models successfully. Generally, AE is used for dimensionality reduction. However, we did not use AE for dimensionality reduction purposes; it was employed as providing RE by projecting back reduced dimension into its original space. Two AE models named DAE-general and DAE-risky learned from the whole training dataset and the high-risk datasets, individually. First, RE based feature was extracted from the DAE-risky model, and it was used to feed the DNN model with other risk factors. Then, based on the RE of the DAE-general model, the whole training dataset was partitioned into two different subsets. Finally, two independent DNN classifiers were trained on each group; each group consists of the CHD risk factors and RE based newly created feature. In the prediction process, we compared the RE on the DAE-general model of each testing data to the previously determined threshold value and chose an appropriate classifier from these two DNN classifiers. By using two DNN classifiers with RE based feature, we improved the performance of single NN classifier on the whole dataset. Experimental results showed that the proposed AE-DNNs outperformed all the compared classifiers with accuracy, F-measure, and AUC score of 86.33%, 86.91%, and 86.65%, respectively.
